To determine how journalists at two metropolitan newspapers view good writing and writing coaches, questionnaires were distributed to all full-time newsroom personnel (including journalists and editors) involved in preparation of news at two large dailies under the same ownership in the same city, in July, 1986. The total number of respondents was 125, half responding from the morning paper, and half from the evening paper (an overall response rate of 66%). The papers did not employ internal writing coaches but on occasion brought in an outside coach. Findings indicated that many journalists at both newspapers felt their papers had a strong commitment to good writing. Most of the respondents said their writing had been praised, if infrequently. However, journalists perceived little evidence of rewriting or willingness to experimert with writing at their papers. The major contributors to good writing in the newsroom were seen as experienced/motivated reporters and good editor-reporter rapport. One-half of the reporters said editors are more likely to hurt writing than to help it. Newsroom procedures and deadline pressures were identified as the greatest obstacles to good writing. The vast majority of journalists felt that a writing coach could make a more in favor of coaches than were their colleagues on the morning paper, and reporters were more supportive of the idea than were editors. (Twenty-nine notes and six tables of data are attached.) (ARH)
Although collaboration should characterize the relationship between reporter and editor,' lack of discussion between reporters and editors is perceived to be the leading problem in the newsroom."? "On most newspapers," according to one observer, "either the writer or the desk gets the upper hand and the winner henceforth struggles to keep the loser in a position of subservience."1°W riting coaches have had an impact" as editors have begun to recognize the need for coaches in today's newsrooms.12 Improving writing quality is "the rightful province" of editors at all levels, but time and organizational pressures often restrict their effectiveness.10 Writing coaches fill the void and help strengthen the skills of young reporters and also azsist 2 
4,
older journalists whz know the mechanics of good writing but too often settle for "bromides and dull sentences. "1"
A study that focused on the techniques used by writing coaches found one-on-one discussions of writing problems to be most effective. In comparison with the national average,4 journalists at Newspapers A and B were slightly more likely to be male and somewhat more likely to be older and better educated.
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They were also more likely to be reporters, to have more media experience and to have worked longer at their papers.
Attitudes toward writing
Nearly one-half of the journalists gave their newspapers high marks on good writing (four or five points on a fivepoint scale). Less than one-fourth rated writing emphasis as low. Editors were more likely than reporters to state that good writing was held in high regard. This sentiment was also stronger at the afternoon paper than at the morning paper.
About six journalists in 10, however, reported little rewriting by reporters at their papers (ratings of one or two on a five-point scale) Journalists at Newspaper B perceived more rewriting activity than did those at the morning paper.
In general, one-half of the journalists perceived little willingness to experiment with writing at their newspapers.
But one-third did sense support for writing experimentation.
Editors were more likely than reporters to think experimentation was supported.
Most respondents said their writing had been praised, but very few said their work had been complimented often.
Journalists receiving praise (usually reporters) most often obtained it from managing editors and reporters.
Respondents claimed that the major contributors to good writing in the newsroom were experienced/motivated reporters and good editor-reporter rapport. Credited next :cost often were editorial skills, sufficient time for writing, 6 management emphasis on improving writing and reporters' willingness to innov,te. Reporters and editors each stressed their respective contributions.
Reporters received the highest ratings for contributions to good writing among both editors and reporters, especially among reporters. Respondents rated themselves next most highly. Younger journalists were somewhat more critical of themselves than were older journalists of themselves.
Only about one-third of the respondents gave line editors or supervising editors high marks for their contributions to good writing. Less than one-fourth gave highest scores to copy editors. These responses varied somewhat by newspaper; however, reporters were more critical of editors than were editors of themselves.
One-half of the reporters agreed that "the editors hurt prose more than help it." Only about 12% of the editors concurred. This finding was among the strongest signs of a gulf in attitudes between editors and reporters.
Although reporters were often critical of editors, they
were not usually sensitive to editors' anxieties. For example, 41% of editors agreed that "the work load and demands placed on me are often too heavy." Only 28% of the reporters agreed with this statement. Overall, one-third of those at both papers felt overworked.
The greatest obstacle to improved writing mentioned by Three-fourths of the journalists agreed that "a writing coach can be effective in the newsroom." Those at Newspaper B were more supportive than those at Newspaper A (Table 1) .
About eight in 10 reporters agreed, compared with six in 10 editors. Differences in attitudes were related to differences in demographic characteristics and journalistic background.
Journalists most supportive of writing coaches were disproportionately highly educated, female and under 45 years old. Those hired by the papers during the 1970s were notably more in favor of writing coaches than those hired earlier or later. The less well-informed that reporters said they felt 8 about newsroom decisions and policies, the more likely they were to think that writing coaches could be effective.
When answerF were grouped by management or nonmanagement status (all editing posP-ions except copy editing were classified as management level), differences between the two newspapers emerged ( Although a majority of former journalism majors were supportive of writing coaches, they were less so than those who had studied English or tither fields. A majority of those who had studied journalism and were supportive were younger.
Age was the best predictor of views about writing coaches ( Table 3 ). The older the joJrnalists, the less likely they were to believe in writing coaches' contributions.
High ratings for reporters' contributions to good writing were overwhelmingly related to beli'Ff in writing coaches' effectiveness (Table 4) . Ldw ratings for supervising editors' contributions to good writing were only marginally relaf.ed to belief in writing coaches' effectiveness.
--;Iter support for writing coaches also was ass.,ciated -.options of limited dialogue between editors and 10 reporters, as well as with high expectations of supervisory leadership which largely were not met.
Journalists holding positive views of writing coaches tended to indi-ate that editors do not spend enough time with their best writers and, especially, their less experienced writers. They also maintained that editors fail to see the importance of their teaching role (Table 5 ). They disagreed that the copy desk is "recognized as an integral part of the editing process." These respondents tended to be younger and to have lower job satisfaction.
Three-fourths of the respondents who thought writing coaches could be effective in newsrooms saw the greatest benefits coming from feedback such as critiques and one-onone counseling (Table 6 ). Nearly 40% mentioned seminars and teaching sessions, and about 20% preferred coaches making suggestions t) editors or serving as independent liaisons between editors and reporters. Editors tended to stress teaching functions of writing coaches, and reporters tended to stress editorial advising and liaison roles.
Discussion and Conclusions
Many journalists at Newspapers A and B felt their papers had a strong commitment to good writing. Those at the afternoon daily were more inclined to believe so.
Most of the respondents said their writing had been praised, if ififrequently. But they perceived little evidence aN =119 with 6 observations missing. Chi-square tests for differences between proportions answering "yes" and "no" significant at: *.05 Chi-square tests for differences between proportions answering "yes" and "no" significant at: *.05 **.01 
